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Made in Portugal

Multimedia Kiosks and Digital Billboards are developed and produced in Portugal.

The sucess of our company in the internacional market shows us that we have developed and
produce excellent products and we should therefore be

proud and confident in the future.

Patented Product / Design



ADEYO

The dimensions and specifications are given in graphical representation and may not correspond to the reality of the equipment. The dimensions show are approximate and represent the equipment for a certain size
display. The final dimension may vary depending display model and other components used. The client must request technical drawing for final validation (measures and specifications).

ADEYO model was designed for both indoor or
outdoor (with additional cooling systems and
protection).

This Kiosk is designed specially for multimedia
advertising purposes and support large displays
(32’’ to 103’’).The two sides of the kiosk are
designed so that there is a great versatility.

INNOVATIVE
COMMUNICATION PLATFORM



BIG CITIES
BIG ADVERTISES
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Icredible Sharp
& Brightness
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ADEYO was developed to have
protection against dust
conditions and high
temperature ambients. It is
available with bespoke air
conditioner system that
provides good and liable
working conditions.

ADEYO is equipped with high
brightness display panel for
outdoor installations and with
tempered security glass with
AR and UV filters or coating
(optional) that guarantees
optimal protection against
solar beams and increases
panel MTBF.

The exclusive bespoke air
conditioner system
(combination of Ventilation
and air conditioning),
guarantee the optimal
funcionality in "Sun mode" up
to +55°C (outside).
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SideDisplay
ADEYO can be customized in
terms of design and
functionalities, such as the
integration of an additional
interactive side display.

With this configuration,
numerous possibilities exist
such as provide interactivity
and advertising
simultaneously.

You can configurate ADEYO
with 2 large displays (on each
face) for advertising and
double sided small interactive
displays, allowing to create an
impressive multimedia device.

With this configuration it
aquires numerous possibilities
like interactivity and
advertising on both sides
simultaneously.
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DoubleSided
The ADEYO was specially developed
to enable the presentation of dynamic
advertising, commonly called digital
signage.

The ADEYO was also developed so
that can have multiple configurations,
so being as versatile as possible.
One possible configuration is to use
two displays, one on each side, thus
creating a powerful advertising
equipment with the possibility of also
providing the equipment of
interactivity on any of the faces.

Our engineers and designers have
taken care to create a solution which
in addition to innovative technology
represents a distinctive mark in regard
to the design, usability and
ergonomics, since able to maintain
the identity of the product, whatever
the configuration or components
used.
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DoubleSided
Display V2

DoubleSided
Display V1
Double Interactive
display with side
integration.

Double Interactive
display with side
integration.

Double Interactive
display.

DoubleDisplay



The ADEYO is extremely technologically advanced, mainly because integrating a bespoke
ECU (electronic control unit) that insure systems and electronic components are always
operational, with remote web managment control.

In case of emergency, self-protection procedures, such disconneting display or cpu, hvac
stops and starts, power off entire system, with automatic failure notifications (email or sms)
will ensure that the system is more reliable and secure as possible.

The Brain
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With The Brain system is possible to
receive status information of the devices
through SMS or through the webportal The
Brain.

This allows authorized users (ex: technical
staff) to receive at mobile phone or
smartphone alerts and also operate on the
devices installed in ADEYO through SMS.
As example, a simple SMS with the text
"Display Off" will turn off the display of a
particular kiosk.

Controlled
By SMS
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Web Portal Aplication
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One of the most innovative features of
ADEYO is undoubtedly the advanced remote
control system THE BRAIN.

This system is fully developed by
PARTTEAM DREAMLAB division and which
is composed of a set of hardware and
software.

The hardware is a bespoke ECU (electronic
control unit), installed in each ADEYO and
that insure systems and electronic
components are always operational.

This ECU besides possessing “intelligence”
through algorithms and pre-programmed
functions that allow to make decisions
autonomously, is connected through the
network to a web portal that further
enhances the capabilities of this device.

The webportal THE BRAIN is a fantastic tool
for managing and monitoring, which allows
not only perform monitoring functions and
reception status of all the components that
are installed in each ADEYO, as ontime also
perform actions on all equipment which is
connected the ECU in each kiosk.

THE BRAIN webportal has a set of graphical
visualization tools and pie charts that allow
for a quick and intuitive way to realize the
state status of each component in a
particular kiosk or in a group of kiosks
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TECHNICAL
FEATURES

Type

• Indoor / Outdoor

Materials

• Painted Steel

• Stainless Steel

(Other options available upon request)

0

200 cm
6.56 ft

163 cm
6.56 ft

100 cm
3.28 ft

SC
AL

E

Options

• WI-FI

• Webcam

• Interactive Display

• Bluetooth

• Speakers

• Dipslay MultiTouch

• Protection Glass

SPACE COMPARISON
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(Approximate and variable measures, depending on the customization of the kiosk)

TECHNICAL DRAWING
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OPTIONAL

TECHNICAL FEATURES

A.220 L96 P18 cm
(Aprox. With 46” Screen)

Steel plate
1,5mm / 2,5mm

Displays:
32” to 95”

Integrated
speakers

175 Kg.
(aprox.)

Stainless steel AISI304/316,
Painted steel

Displays: 32” to 96” Avaiable in any RAL color

Full customization

Wireless - WLAN

Computer: Atom, Dual Core, Core i3, i5 ou i7

Touch screen (SAW, Infrared, ProCap)

Updated Operating Systems: Windows, Linux, Mac*
* depends on the type of touch technology used



Contact us

+351 304 501 711
+351 252 378 589

sales@oemkiosks.com www.oemkiosks.com

We have the answers to your

questions.

See specifications and get all

information about our featured

products.

R. Nova de Nespereira, Pavilhão 10, 4470-287

Lagoa - Vila Nova de Famalicão - Portugal

PARTTEAM & OEMKIOSKS
(M.S.N.F. Soluções Informáticas)

See Online

All texts, photos, illustrations and other elements contained in this presentation are protected by law, under the Copyright and Related Rights Code, expresslyprohibited from being copied, reproduced and disseminated, as well as their commercial use, without express authorization of the PARTTEAM & OEMKIOSKS,regardless of the means used, with the exception of the right of quotation defined by law.


